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A design dating back to the uncertain past of the Great Crusade, the Storm Eagle Assault Gunship was smaller than the more numerous Stormbird and 

Thunderhawk designs in the Space Marine Legion air-fleets. It was a dedicated tactical strike unit, very heavily armed for its size but lacking the transport 

capacity of other gunships, and while the design’s origins remain uncertain, clear design similarities to the Stormraven gunships employed by the Blood 

Angels and the secretive Grey Knights speak to a common STC origin lost in the bloody sands of time.

Certain sources place the principal manufacturing facilities for the Storm Eagle with the primary grade forge worlds of Anvilus IX and Tigrus, both of which 

suffered catastrophic damage during the Horus Heresy, which may have cut short the mass-production of these advanced craft, although many Space 

Marine Chapters have managed to keep a sizable core of Storm Eagles operational down the centuries. Perhaps surprisingly, the number of active Storm 

Eagles in Space Marine service has now begun to substantially increase over the last few decades with Chapters known to have favourable relations with the 

Priesthood of Mars, leading some observers to believe the Adeptus Mechanicus has restarted large-scale production at an as yet unknown location.

	 	 	 Armour

	 BS	 Front	 Side	 Rear	

Storm Eagle 4 12 12 12

Unit	Composition

• 1 Storm Eagle Assault Gunship

Unit	Type

• Vehicle (Skimmer, Fast)

Access	Points

• The Storm Eagle has four access 

points: one on both sides and 

ramps at the front and rear.

Transport	Capacity

• The Storm Eagle has a 

transport capacity of 20 models 

(Terminators and Jump Infantry 

count as two models each).

Wargear

• One hull-mounted twin-linked 

heavy bolter

• One hull-mounted Vengeance 

launcher

• Ceramite plating

Special	Rules

• Deep Strike

• Assault Vehicle

• Power of the Machine Spirit (see 

Codex Space Marines)

Options

• A Storm Eagle may exchange its twin-linked heavy bolter for:

 - a twin-linked multi-melta ........................................................+15 points

 - a single Typhoon missile launcher ...........................................+25 points

• A Storm Eagle may take one of the following upgrades:

 - four wing-mounted Hellstrike missiles .....................................+40 points

 - two wing-mounted twin-linked lascannon ..............................+60 points

• A Storm Eagle may take any of the following upgrades:

 - Searchlight ................................................................................ +1 point

 - Extra armour ..........................................................................+15 points

Vengeance	Launcher

The Vengeance launcher is a multi-chambered rocket battery with the 

following profile:

Weapon	 Range	 STR	 AP	 Special

Vengeance launcher 48" 5 4 Heavy 2,  

Large Blast

A Storm Eagle Assault Gunship is a Fast Attack choice for a Codex 

Space Marines, Codex Dark Angels, Codex Space Wolves or Codex 

Black Templars army. It may also be taken as a Heavy Support choice in 

a Tyrant’s Legion army (see Imperial Armour 9) or a Fast Attack choice 

for a Siege Assault Vanguard army (see Imperial Armour Volume 10).

Chaos	Storm	Eagle

Owing to the ancient provenance of the Storm Eagle’s pattern, a few 

examples of the gunship, albiet heavily and malignly modified to keep 

them in service, are found in the hands of Chaos Space Marines as 

well as their loyalist counterparts. Chaos Storm Eagles are identical 

to the profile above except that they do not have the Power of the 

Machine Spirit and cannot exchange their twin-linked heavy bolters 

for a Typhoon Launcher, and have a base cost of 205 points. They 

may however take the Daemonic Possession upgrade for +20 points 

and may exchange their twin-linked heavy bolters for a single Reaper 

Autocannon for free. (See Codex Chaos Space marines for these two 

options). 

A Chaos Storm Eagle is a fast attack choice for a Codex Chaos Space 

marines army.


